
Monitoring books and planning 
 

When reviewing planning and/or books, decide on your focus for monitoring, which will depend on your priorities for improvement.  Choose one area to focus 
on and note this in the focus heading.  If you have more than one area, multiple forms can be used.  
Use questions in the boxes below to steer your discussions. Note down any comments/observations, as well as identifying/recording next steps. 
During the next planning/book scrutiny, review impacts from next-steps and note these in the right-hand column.   

 

Aims of the National Curriculum  Depth and breadth in learning Progress (knowledge and skills) 
Is there evidence of children becoming fluent as 
well as flexible, for example, by deriving number 
facts? 
 

Are pupils given regular opportunities to revisit and 
meaningfully practise what they know to deepen 
and solidify their understanding of concepts?   
 

Is access to both routine and non-routing problems 
provided to children? 
 

Is mathematical reasoning encouraged for all 
pupils? 
 

How well do units of work build upon previous 
learning, so that knowledge and skills development 
is logically sequenced and advanced incrementally 
over time? 
 

How much is progression evident from the simpler 
and/or more concrete concepts within a Concrete-
Pictorial-Abstract (CPA) approach to the more 
complex and/or abstract ones? 
 

How much is children’s understanding of learned 
mathematical concepts evident in different 
situations and contexts? 
 

How frequently are pupils encouraged to make 
connections between different domains of the 
National Curriculum, whilst applying their 
mathematical learning? 

What improvements can you see in the child’s 
learning of knowledge and skills related to: 

• mental calculation strategies? 

• written calculation strategies? 

• mathematical structures? 

• problem solving strategies? 

• mathematical vocabulary? 

• mathematical reasoning? 

Inclusion Policies Marking and feedback 
Are there high expectations for all children, 
including access to the learning of age-appropriate 
concepts? 
 

Are errors/misconceptions addressed and progress 
consequently made related to pupils’ learning? 
 

What support is in place for those who struggle, 
including children who find recall challenging? 
 

Is an overreliance on adult support and task 
completion avoided? 
 

What challenges are presented for those who 
demonstrate secure understanding?  

Do children’s learning experiences reflect the 
school’s maths policy? 
 

Is progression in calculation aligned with the 
school’s calculation policy? 

Where there is written feedback, is it: 

• relevant/useful? 

• specific? 

• responded to (this may be in subsequent 
pieces of work) 

 

Is there evidence of self/peer assessment? 
 

Is work and feedback well-presented, in line with 
the schools’ handwriting and presentations policy? 

 

 



Monitoring books and planning 
 

Focus area: ________________________________________ 

Year 
group/class  

Observations from monitoring   Going forward  Impact: (completed on…) 
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Generic areas for whole school feedback  

Strengths and examples of good practice: Quick fix: 

Next-steps: Impact: 
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